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The Middle Tennessee Suzuki Association
would like to say:

THANK YOU DEIDRE BACCO 
for serving as our president

for over a decade!  

Thank you for your ongoing dedication
and commitment to bringing music to the

children of our region!  

              

Deidre Bacco, MTSA President 

We are now accepting nominations
for our board of directors.  If you

would like to serve on our board, or
if you would like to nominate

someone to serve on our board
please email:

 vicepresident@middletnsuzuki.org



Each August, dozens of Suzuki string players add their music to the pregame ceremonies for Nashville’s
Minor League Baseball team, the Sounds. This summer, 94 students with 10 lead teachers (including 15 cellos
and several violas) played the National Anthem for a sold-out crowd of 7,845 at the Sounds game on August
14. Summer in Nashville is usually very hot, but this particular night was milder than normal. It was a perfect
night for watching baseball and enjoying our tradition of getting ice cream afterwards so there are no losers.
Sadly, the hometown team lost to the Gwinnett (GA) Stripers, but as they say at the ballpark—we’ll get them
next summer!

The tradition began on a chilly morning in March, 2006 when a few of us took a group of MTSA students out
to the ballpark, Greer Stadium, to audition to “sing” the national anthem for a Sounds game. The other people
auditioning that morning were in various ages and stages of their singing careers. We teachers sat with the
kids and listened to the other singers and then the announcer said, “Middle Tennessee Suzuki Association”
very slowly- more like a question rather than a “You’re next!” The group stood up (taking up a large section)
and played. It was clear that the Sounds staff had no idea that these small students/music rookies could
actually play “The Star- Spangled Banner” and “Take Me Out To The Ballgame”- especially Sofia and Sam,
who were still in kindergarten! The kids played beautifully and acted professionally as if it was just another
gig that week. Many of them wore their Little League jerseys from the summer before. Home run MTSA!

In some ways, we were playing at a field of dreams. Greer Stadium was built in the late 1970s to try and bring
Major League Baseball to Nashville. When I moved to town in 1981, the Sounds stadium was not fancy like
their new location, First Horizon Park, is today. Greer Stadium had a few concession stalls outside the stands
where you could buy peanuts, Cracker Jacks, and everyone’s favorite—ice cream in a tiny plastic baseball
hat. It always tasted better in a Sounds hat than any other team hat. They had vendors who would walk up and
down the aisles with baskets of hot dogs, drinks, and snacks. These vendors had their own signature styles,
calling “Getttt yourrrrrrrrr hottt dawggs” or “Colddddd Cokes!” Greer Stadium also hosted fireworks nights
and touring bands. Once I saw the Beach Boys perform there on a Saturday night after a game. In 2014, the
Nashville Sounds moved to First Horizon Park and Greer Stadium was demolished. 

At the game back in 2011, we lined the kids up on the stairs leading down to home plate. We had so many
students that it filled up the whole area. We had a few of the taller teachers stand in front to lead everyone.
We stayed together and everyone played in tune. After we played, we went back to the stands with parents
and watched the game, while everyone waited patiently for some ice cream in a hat! After that first
performance, we have been invited back every summer, except the ones lost to the Covid-19 pandemic.

I hope this habit of playing at a Sounds game continues well into the future, because on a really hot day
during the summer nothing tastes quite as refreshing as eating ice cream out of a hat!    
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We All  String for  Ice Cream!
A Home Run for  Suzuki  Students
TONI FERGUSON 
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Play Ball!



FROM THE ARCHIVES:  THE FIRST 1000 DAYS OF PRACTICE
 
Editor's comment: After a year of violin or cello or piano, you may be wondering if anyone else ever had a
year like yours. There were many exciting times of real progress and then some less encouraging times that
made you wonder about your future. Gaile Flansburg has been through 3 years of violin lessons and her
children play very well. How was their first year? 

* * * * *

Months before Christmas my four year old son, Abe asked if Santa would bring him a violin. My husband and
I advised him that lessons went along with the instrument, but he insisted. We then had to make a decision
concerning our three year old daughter, Mattie. Since she would be tagging along, she might as well be
involved. So off I went with two little children and two little violins to face the unknown. 

Our practice time at home consisted of "group" lessons for nearly two years. Mattie's disposition created the
arrangement. Instead of becoming annoyed I adjusted to the circumstances and made the most of our lessons.
Mattie has now matured to the point where she wants her own practice time to work on the pieces she can
play. Abe has continued to progress beyond her making it easier for Mattie to learn the fingerings and
bowings. 

As my schedule at times has been hectic, the Suzuki tape [recording] has ranked as their number one
instructor at home. Many times while doing my housework, Abe and Mattie played along with the tape. Don't
tell their teacher I've done this, I realize this is not best method of instruction but I figured it was better than
NO instruction. The results of practicing with them or using the tape was most apparent at their lessons. There
is truly nothing better than Mom's guidance for practicing. Through all that happened in our lives since we
began violin lessons, the one thing that we have always done is listen to the tape and I believe it has been a
real sustainer for us no matter what was going on. 

Looking back, the one thing I wish I had done immediately was get my own violin to play. When I began my
own practicing on my own violin I was more appreciative of my children ́s efforts and accomplishments. 
Abe and Mattie are proud of their ability to play the violin. Lessons have become a habit, but still some weeks
of practice go smoother than others. And like most parents we love showing their ability off to others and
their performances are always well received. 

*This article was originally printed in the May/June 1992 issue of the MTSA Newsletter.   
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GAILE FLANSBURG

 
We want your content in our newsletter!  If you are interested in writing an article,

composing a piece, or creating art for our newsletter please contact: 
 vicepresident@middletnsuzuki.org

 
 



WHAT WAS THE HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR SUMMER? 
When meeting up with friends in anticipation of the school year beginning, I was asked, “What was the
highlight of your summer?” I was quick to respond, “band camp,” which elicited a few chuckles. My friends
know I recently took up Suzuki violin in order to support my son’s learning when he enrolled in the Blair
School of Music almost three years ago. I say “recently” in the life of a forty-something—not in the life of a
seven year old. He’s been playing violin for almost half of his life. For him, a summer band camp makes
sense. But for me, it was a laugh line. 

Growing up, I never played a musical instrument. My main exposure to music consisted of listening to Casey
Kasem’s American Top Forty Countdown on the weekend and my mom’s insistence that the radio dial not be
moved from the oldies station as she chauffeured me back-and-forth to school. Summers involved early
morning swim team lessons, long days at the pool and the occasional sports camp–not five hours daily of
musical instruction. Suzuki? Isn’t that a type of motorbike? 

But I knew my lack of ability to appreciate music was a real deficit, especially as a native Nashvillian (I can’t
believe I’ve made it this long without being exiled). I saw how much pleasure music gave to those around me.
It seemed to impart a certain emotional sensitivity, refinement and attention to nuance that remained just
beyond my grasp. And lest you think this deficiency only reared its ugly head during the occasional trip to the
opera or symphony, it also made itself known when I just tried to enthusiastically belt out Happy Birthday or
clap along during a campfire sing along. In college, I studied English literature, taking mostly poetry classes.
Try scanning an irregular line of iambic pentameter when you have absolutely no sense of rhythm. Or, more
importantly, try to look cool and nod along when the latest from Pearl Jam gets blasted into an overcrowded
dorm room. This was no fate for my son. Like every parent, I wanted to be able to give my child something I
myself did not possess. 

Needless to say, I wasn’t the mom you’d have suspected of spending a precious week of her summer vacation
at the Western Kentucky University’s Summer Strings Program. When I enrolled my son, I had mistakenly
assumed it would run along the lines of a typical Suzuki Institute: the practice-parent sits in on lessons, listens
attentively (taking notes for particularly important points) and gives support when needed. When I received
the camp details a few weeks before the first day, it mentioned how to drop-off and pick-up your child.
Clearly, I had misunderstood what this was. After all, I had been at every lesson for three years. I had been at
every practice (almost). Not to mention, I was taking the Parent classes through Blair and was able to squeeze
in my own occasional practice session here and there (rumor has it). Plus, I was not sure Bowling Green had
enough coffee shops for me to camp out in for the week while my child progressed in his musical career
without me. Was this where our musical paths were to diverge? I had prepared myself for that possibility one
day, but I was thinking more like Book 4 or 5. We weren’t even out of book 1! A Suzuki practice-parent
needs more than a few weeks' warning for a step like this. We’re still mastering (I use this word loosely) the
thumb bump three years in. 

As it turned out, the Camp Director’s email was correct. This was a drop-off camp. But, he didn’t mind if I
stayed and sat in on my son’s sessions. I was relieved. I could sit unobtrusively in the back of class, nurse my
coffee, observe the other students and jot down the occasional insight into proper bow holds and maybe a
grocery list item or two. But, alas, my story does not end here. When the Camp Director said “sit in,” he 
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FRANKIE DANLY 



WHAT WAS THE HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR SUMMER? (CONTINUED)
meant bring your own violin and participate fully in the camp experience. Now this was truly taking
Practice-Parent to the next level. Does this guy know I struggle with Happy Birthday? One of the other
mothers who had snuck into the camp overheard this exchange, and she said how lucky I was. She wished
that she had thought to bring her violin. And, yes, she did get to sip coffee and sit unobtrusively on the
sidelines the rest of the morning. As for me, I put on a brave face and attempted to role model the behavior I
wanted my son to emulate. I sat down, took a deep breath, and rosined up my bow. 

The first session of the day was with a local high school band instructor. Most of the kids in our class were
in the junior high band that feeds into his school. There I was, sharing a stand with my son, now a fellow
band-mate, amongst the other second violins. We were on an uneasy (for me) equal footing. I was no longer
the Practice-Parent, I was a classmate. To our left were the violas. They had a knowing air. To our right
were the first violins–did they know we even existed? And I was right back in junior high struggling to
absorb the amount of new information being thrown at me. But, this second time around, I also had to
manage a wiggly seven year-olds foot rest. 

Through the rest of the morning, we were introduced to two new pieces of music interspersed with life
lessons from the band teacher. It was startling how much of the latter comes into play when you’re trying to
get a group of people to accomplish a big goal in a short amount of time. The degree of timing and
cooperation involved in getting the kids to stand and bow in unison (we’re not even to the point of playing
music yet) would rival the efforts of many professional sports teams. And, for better or worse, it was even
more surprising how many sports metaphors came up when trying to convey a musical concept to kids. Not
yet getting many of these references himself, my son also required my skills as an interpreter–translating
sports metaphors back into meaningful statements about music. See, my years of sports camp were not
completely without value after all. 

As it turns out, learning to cooperate with others is a big part of music. A fact that the effects of the
pandemic had hidden from me. My son’s musical adventure (and mine in turn) started a year before the
pandemic. We got a full-year of the traditional Suzuki Training–private weekly lessons alternating with
group lessons. We learned how to stand, how to hold our violins and clap all of the rhythms from our
teacher in-person. And we got to hone these skills by clapping along with all of our Suzuki friends for a full-
year in group class before classes moved to Zoom. We had a strong foundation, and as a mother, I felt that
my child was really learning about discipline, hard work and goal setting, even if he couldn’t quite play
Long, Long Ago yet. So, even though it was not ideal, I was grateful when Blair Suzuki was one of our first
activities to come up with a way to keep progressing with our violin remotely. Our daily violin practice and
weekly Zoom classes became a sort of anchor to our life. When everything else was being canceled, violin
practice was still there. This was one area in our life where we had some agency and could move forward
step-by-step. The emotional benefits of this to our family were immeasurable. And the monthly Zoom
concerts where we saw other families playing together gave us a feeling that others were out there too
progressing in their solo efforts. It gave us hope that there would be a day again in the future when we could
all come together and make music together again. And we would be ready. 
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WHAT WAS THE HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR SUMMER? (CONTINUED) 

I just didn’t think that moment would be band camp in Kentucky surrounded by junior high kids. I was
surprised but filled with joy at the same time. For some of the kids, this was their first group activity since
COVID, and music was the perfect integration back into life in community. We had a common goal (to play
the music beautifully for the parent concert on Friday), but within that larger shared vision, we all had our
own unique contributions. In general, the music community seemed to have a large tolerance for individual
differences, as long as there was a commitment to the larger goal. I couldn’t help but think I might have had
an easier time of it in junior high and high school, if I had participated in orchestra. 

Perhaps the other big thing that stood out to me was that even though there was this significant gap in age,
we were all young musicians. Music became a sort of great equalizer that was able to span the differences in
age, background, and countless other demarcations of difference that had come to separate us all in so many
different ways in the past few years. After getting over the initial surprise of having a “mom” in the class
with them, the kids were quickly borrowing my rosin and giving me pointers on when to come in and when
to play louder, softer, etc. I was definitely out of my comfort zone–a place I haven’t frequented much since I
became an adult. I tend to fill my time with long familiar hobbies–drawing, gardening, internet scrolling.
This is not an intentional choice on my part, it comes from an understandable desire to relax and enjoy the
few spare moments I have during the week. But now I’m thinking that I might start making a few more
choices, intentionally, that take me out of my comfort zone. Choices that push me to go intellectually and
emotionally in new directions. For now, that intentional choice is music. And as my son and I grow together
in music and life, I’m sure he’ll have a few more interests that push me to go in a direction that I would
never have chosen for myself. 

By the way, that mom who got to sip her coffee through the morning session, in the afternoon session, she
played the piano accompaniment to the professional violinist who led our master class. Her kids played the
cello and violin beautifully. They also sang a wonderfully entertaining duet during the talent show. As it
turns out, you cannot give your child something you do not possess. And that’s why you’ll see me next year
at band camp. 
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WORKSHOP!!!!

 

Sunday October 2, 2:00-5:00PM
at St. Cecilia Academy 

4210 Harding Pike, Nashville 
 

Schedule: 
2:00PM Workshop for Students in Books 1-2*

3:00PM Performance by Guest Clinicians 
4:00PM Workshop for Students in Book 3+ **

*Adavanced students are invited to play along 
**Younger students are invited to observe 

 

Open to Students of All Instruments!  
$45 Registration

Students' families must be associate members of the MTSA

 
Register at: 

https://middletnsuzuki.org/Events
 

Our Guest Clinicians 
 

Sofia Chiarandini Ariel Wyner G Rockewell 



This summer, I got to go to the White Mountain Suzuki Institute at Ogontz in NH because the MTSA gave
me a scholarship. I had many great experiences there and had a great time! 
Orchestra was one of my favorite things at Ogontz.It was something I looked forward to in the mornings. I
loved all the songs and Domenic, the conductor, was so funny! My friends at Ogontz are always such good
friends. I love playing with them at the log bridge. I always have so much fun in my free time with them.
Every single teacher at Ogontz is so nice. I love having classes with them. I especially love Domenic. He can
be so, so funny! I love to look forward to his class every morning. Overall, Ogontz is so much fun. I love
everything about it. It is so amazing and I am a very lucky kid to be a part of it. I think every kid should go to
an institute. You will have so much fun learning from new teachers and meeting kids from other parts of the
country. I even met kids from Quebec! They taught me some French! Thank you very much to the MTSA for
the scholarship. I will go to Ogontz every summer! Sincerely, Mary Wilson
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MY TRIP TO INSTITUTE 
MARY WILSON (9 Y. O.) AND AMY LILLEGARD WILSON  
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MY TRIP TO INSTITUTE  (Continued)

From Mom's Perspective...

As you can see, Mary loved this experience, especially orchestra! Ha! This was her 3rd year attending White
Mountain Suzuki Institute at Ogontz. She has grown so much from her first year there as a 5 year old. At first,
she could barely play her Twinkles and now, she's participating in almost everything the camp has to offer.
It's been amazing watching her blossom not only musically through this camp, but also socially. Most of the
kids at this camp don't know each other at first. There are always returning campers, but the majority are all
strangers on day 1. But, by the end of day 2, they are all best buddies. Each camper gets some form of
orchestra, a master class, group and this year, fiddle. Once a camper is in the book 4 level, they can also
choose to join the chamber groups. The days are packed with musical and artistic learning, and tons of
playtime for the kids. It can be hard to fit in what they need to practice, but thankfully, we're all there for the
same reason, so it's pretty easy to get your child to break away from whatever they're playing with their
newfound friends to get a little practice in. Getting exposed to new teachers with new ways of looking at
things and ideas is so refreshing for the kids and parents. So much creativity is sparked in these institutes
simply from being with new people. This year, Mary came home so motivated to practice her note reading so
she could play more smoothly in the orchestra at next year's Ogontz. And as usual, very motivated to have
way more songs mastered so she could move up in the group classes. The memory of institute is a HUGE
motivating factor to getting her violin out and doing the hard work all year long.

The camp and the faculty have this magical quality and embracing nature that helps kids and parents feel
welcome and safe to run and embrace their musical lives. Ogontz is special when it comes to institutes
because of its set-up. This camp is set in the White Mountains of NH, away from any town. You unload your
belongings at a rustic cabin with no walls, then park your car in a pasture for the rest of the camp. Everything
is self-contained, so no need to get in your car and drive anywhere. The kids are free to run the camp letting
their imaginations run wild, play a quick game of soccer, swim in a gorgeous, cold lake and be in nature. Wifi
is very spotty there and cell service is pretty much non-existent. It's a step back from all the hustle and bustle
of our screen filled lives. You will be busy at all institutes, but in this one, you're all in it all together all the
time. It's not just family friendly, it is family. We're counting down the days until the next one. Time to
practice for Domenic!



INSTRUMENT
EXCHANGE
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Violin made by Rodney de Vries

2019 St. Johns, NL

$12,000 CAD (approximately $9,500 USD)

 To audition this instrument email:

Zachary.ebin@vanderbilt.edu

or call 615 635 9760

 

 

SUZUKI CROSSWORD (ANSWERS ON NEXT PAGE)

1/8th Size French Violin circa 1900

 labeled Medio-Fino

Contact: Elizabeth Estes

Lizlangfordestes@gmail.com

615-500-2196

 

ANDRA PREWETT 

mailto:Lizlangfordestes@gmail.com


Did you know there is  a  new recording of  The Suzuki  Viol in  School  Volumes 4-6?
 

The new recordings feature viol inist  Augustin Hadelich.   To read an interview with
Mr.  Hadelich please visit :  https://www.alfred.com/blog/interview-new-suzuki-

recordings-4-6-viol inist-augustin-hadelich/
 

Want to see and hear Hadelich in  person???
 

Mr.  Hadelich wil l  be performing the Tchaikovsky Viol in  Concerto with the Nashvil le
Symphony on September 29 -  October 2.   
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SUZUKI CROSSWORD (ANSWERS)


